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Abstract. The relationship connecting the biomolecular sequence, the molecu-
lar structure, and the biological function is of extreme importance in nanostruc-
ture analysis such as drug discovery. Previous studies involving multiple  
sequence alignment of biomolecules have demonstrated that associated sites are 
indicative of the structural and functional characteristics of biomolecules, com-
parable to methods such as consensus sequences analysis. In this paper, a new 
method to detect associated sites in aligned sequence ensembles is proposed. It 
involves the use of multiple sub-tables (or levels) of two-dimensional contin-
gency table analysis. The idea is to incorporate analysis by using a concept 
known as granular computing, which represents information at different levels 
of granularity. The analysis involves two phases. The first phase includes labe-
ling of the molecular sites in the p53 protein multiple sequence alignment ac-
cording to the detected associated patterns. The sites are consequently labeled 
into three different types based on their site characteristics: 1) conserved sites, 
2) associated sites and 3) hypervariate sites. In the second phase, the signific-
ance of the extracted site patterns is evaluated with respect to targeted structural 
and functional characteristics of the p53 protein. The results indicate that the 
extracted site patterns are significantly associated with some of the known func-
tionalities of p53, a cancer suppressor. Furthermore, when these sites are 
aligned with p63 and p73, the homologs of p53 without the same cancer sup-
pressing property, based on the common domains, the sites significantly discri-
minate between the human sequences of the p53 family. Therefore, the study 
confirms the importance of these detected sites that could indicate their  
differences in cancer suppressing property. 

Keywords: Data-mining, association network, protein sequence alignment, 
granular computing, bioinformatics. 

1 Introduction 

Biological sequences when aligned can provide the common or discriminatory infor-
mation about the individual residue of the biomolecule family. It can also provide the 
information from which knowledge can be extracted that directs us towards the func-
tional sites of the molecule. Identifying the relationships between the sequences and 
their relationship to structure and biological functionality is an active area of research 
(for examples, see Chiu & Kolodziejczak, 1991, Chiu & Lui, 2005, Chiu & Liu, 
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2012). Identifying the sequence patterns that represent the functional characteristics of 
the biomolecule is vital in nanostructure analysis such as drug discovery (González, 
Liao, & Wu, 2010).  

Previous studies, involving the multiple sequence alignment of related species have 
indicated that various kinds of interdependent or associated patterns can be indicative 
of the structural and functional characteristics of the biomolecule (Chiu, Chen, & 
Wong, 2001; Chiu & Lui, 2005; Chiu & Wong, 2004; Chiu & Lui, 2009; Chiu & 
Wang, 2006; Chiu & Xu, 2011). In this paper, a new method in inferring the associa-
tion network in aligned sequence ensembles is proposed. It is derived from the  
concept of granular computing, where information is extracted at different levels of 
granularity or resolution (Lin et al. 1997, 2003). It involves the use of different sizes 
of two-dimensional contingency table analysis by focusing on the statistical associa-
tions between different outcome subsets (Chiu & Cheung 1989, Chiu et al. 1990, 
1991).  Furthermore, molecular sites with association patterns having multiple rela-
tionships with other sites demonstrate convergent information (Durston et al. 2012).  

In the proposed analysis, there are two consecutive phases. First, the molecular 
sites in the multiple sequence alignment are labeled into three different types based on 
their site association characteristics: conserved sites (C-sites), interdependent sites (D-
sites), and hypervariate or other sites (H-sites). Next, the importance of these sites is 
evaluated by testing their association to the functionality of the biomolecule such as 
known structural or functional characteristics. 

In an aligned sequence ensemble, associated sites refer to sites that have statistical 
significance relationship with another site. In proteins, they represent sites with amino 
acid pairs observed together. Two types of associations can be considered, the associ-
ation between two sites (such as X and Y sites) and the association among multiple 
sites (such as W, X, Y, and Z sites). Previous studies using multiple sequence  
alignment have observed that associated sites can predict the functional sites in bio-
molecules. For example, the patterns derived from associated sites were capable of 
inferring secondary and tertiary bonding structures (Chiu & Kolodziejczak, 1991), 
and have been used for the recognition of the ribosome binding sites in E. coli 
(Frishman, 1999). Similar sites can also have conformational, biochemical, and tax-
onomical significance (Wong, Liu, & Wang, 1996; Chiu et al., 2001). In other studies, 
regions obtained from statistical patterns are shown to correspond to exon sub-regions 
(Chiu & Lui, 2005) and the identification of the three-dimensional molecular core 
sites (Chiu & Lui, 2012). 

2 Associations at Different Levels 

One of the fundamental tasks of data mining is the discovery, description and quanti-
fication of the associations within the data (Pedrycz, 2001). Typically, the information 
from the associations in an event is detected considering the complete outcome space. 
However, the associations in the given dataset can be a global or a local phenomenon 
(Fig. 1). The two phenomena can be quite different and their information hence may 
convey different characteristics.  
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In 1997 and 1998, p73 and p63, respectively, were identified as structural and 
functional homologs of p53 (Melino et al., 2003). The overall domain structure of the 
p53 family members is conserved and consists of a transactivation domain (TAD), 
DNA binding domain (DBD), and oligomerization domain (OGD). Unlike p53, the 
genes encoding p63 and p73 are rarely mutated in human cancer, and knock-out mice 
studies demonstrate developmental defects rather than a propensity for tumor  
formation.  

4 Methodology 

4.1 The First Phase of Analysis  

In the first phase of our proposed analysis, the aligned sites in the p53 protein mul-
tiple sequence alignment were labeled into different types based on aligned site cha-
racteristics. The three different types of sites were also discussed in (Wong et al. 
1976; Chiu & Wang, 2006): 

• Associated sites (D-sites): The D-sites indicated the sites with observed amino acid 
values multiply associated with the values of other sites, reflecting a complex in-
terdependent relationship. 

• Invariant or conserved sites (C-sites): The C-sites indicated the sites mostly with 
the same amino acid value, reflecting constant value observation. 

• Hypervariate sites (H-sites): The H-sites indicated the sites that could not be classi-
fied into either the D-site or the C-site types.  

In multiple sequence alignment of a biomolecule, convergent association pattern 
(such as D-sites) represented the sites that have association relationship with other 
sites converging on them. The association relationship between sites was detected by 
using a suitable statistical hypothesis test. In an aligned ensemble, each aligned site 
was statistically tested for association with all other sites. In our case, when a site was 
found to be significantly associated with more than one site, it was considered to have 
a convergent association pattern that reflected a multiple interdependence relation-
ship. For example, in Figure 2, site S3 was tested for association with all the other 
sites and the sites associated with S3 were indicated by the P1 (site-site) pattern. 

 

Fig. 2. Site-site pattern (P1) (modified from Chiu & Xu, 2011) 
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A statistical hypothesis test was used to evaluate the association relationship be-
tween two distinct sites in the aligned sequences. The goal was to evaluate whether or 
not a site was significantly associated with other sites in the aligned ensemble. It was 
hypothesized that in identifying the network of association patterns, the underlying 
functional structure of the biomolecules may be revealed. 

4.2 Selection of Statistical Test  

In general with large sample size, chi-square test can be applied to evaluate the signi-
ficance of the association  relationship between the site variables. Here, the sample 
size was small resulting in sparse contingency tables. Thus Fisher`s exact test could 
be applied.  

4.3 Correction for Multiple Testing  

In this phase, each aligned site in the alignment was tested for association relationship 
with all other sites. With multiple hypotheses tested, Bonferroni correction was ap-
plied to control the familywise error rate:  `   /  
where α is the significance level and n is the number of multiple tests. 

4.4 Detection of D-sites Using Different Sizes of Contingency Tables  

The use of the proposed method based on granular association facilitated the identifi-
cation of D-sites in the aligned sequence ensembles for different outcome subsets 
between two variables. Multiple levels of data abstraction were constructed by using 
different sizes of the two-dimensional contingency tables. Based on three different 
sizes of the contingency table, three levels of analysis could be employed: 

• Full contingency table analysis (RF)  
• 2x2 contingency sub-table analysis (R2x2)  
• Single cell contingency table analysis (R1) 

4.5 Full Contingency Table Analysis (RF Method) 

The standard full contingency table analysis evaluates the association relationship 
between two distinct sites from an aligned sequence ensemble. After the contingency 
table relating two sites in aligned sequences is generated, Fisher's exact test can be 
applied to each relationship. The test detects the significance of the association be-
tween the two selected distinct sites. The null hypothesis is that the site variables, say 
X and Y, are independent and the alternate hypothesis otherwise. If the test statistic is 
larger than the tabulated value at a pre-defined significance level, then the association 
is accepted as significant. 
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4.6 2x2 Contingency Sub-table Analysis (R2x2 Method) 

The 2x2 contingency sub-table analysis of a two-dimensional table evaluates the as-
sociation between the outcome subsets, denoted as sub-X, and sub-Y that was  
selected by using relevant criteria from the full contingency table. There were two 
criteria for selecting a sub-table, analogous to the use of two different but similar 
estimators. 

The first selection criterion for selecting the 2x2 sub-table can be described as  
follows:  

• Select the first two outcomes from a full contingency table with the highest mar-
ginal frequency. 

• Create a sub-table involving the human amino acid in the two sites. 

The second similar selection criterion can be used: 

• Select the human amino acid in the two X and Y sites. 
• Select the non-human amino acid in the X and Y sites with the highest marginal 

frequency. 
 

After the 2x2 sub-table is constructed, the test of independence was applied to the two 
sites. 

4.7 Single Cell Contingency Table Analysis (R1 Method)  

With a full contingency table constructed relating between, say sites X and Y, the cell 
with the observed amino acid in the human sequence of site X and site Y was se-
lected. The hypothesis test is then applied to identify significant associations. The test 
statistic is computed based on the normal distribution on the difference between the 
observed and expected frequencies (Haberman, 1973, Wong & Wang, 1997). If the 
test statistic is larger than the tabulated value at a pre-defined significance level, then 
the association is accepted as significant. In another words, the single cell contingen-
cy table analysis is applied to evaluate the association between two different sites of 
the human sequence based on the distribution obtained from the aligned sequence 
ensemble.  

4.8 The Second Phase of Analysis  

In the second phase, the association between the defined patterns and a targeted func-
tional characteristic of the p53 protein is evaluated. 

As described before, the different types of statistical patterns can be classified into 
seven different categories: 

• Conserved sites pattern (CS): It indicates sites with mostly a constant value obser-
vation.  

• R2x2 pattern: It indicated sites identified as significantly associated using the 2x2 
contingency sub-table method.  

• R1 pattern: It indicated sites identified as significantly associated sites by the single 
cell contingency table method.  
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• CS + R2x2 pattern: It indicated sites that are either conserved or identified as asso-
ciated sites by the 2x2 contingency sub-table method. 

• CS + R1 pattern: It indicated sites that are either conserved or identified as signifi-
cantly associated sites by the single cell contingency table method. 

• R2x2 + R1 pattern: It indicated sites identified as significantly associated sites by 
either the 2x2 contingency sub-table or the single cell contingency table method. 

• CS + R2x2 + R1 pattern: It indicated sites that are either conserved or identified as 
significantly associated sites by the 2x2 contingency sub-table or the single cell 
contingency table method. 

The goal here is to analyze the association between the identified patterns and tar-
geted functionalities to determine if they are significantly associated. This analysis 
would be useful in identifying significant functional association, possibly leading to 
the discovery of specific functional sites with the desirable properties. In the experi-
ments, we had considered six different p53 functionalities, including structural cha-
racteristics and amino acid differences between p53 and its homologs of p63 and p73. 
There are five different types of discrimination between p53, p63 and p73, as: 

• Type I: The amino acid in the human sequence of p53, p63, and p73 are observed 
the same. 

• Type II: The amino acid in the human sequence of p53, p63, and p73 are observed 
different. 

• Type III: The amino acid in the human sequence of p53 observed differently from 
that of p63 and p73. 

• Type IV: The amino acid in the human sequence of p63 observed differently from 
that of p53 and p73. 

• Type V: The amino acid in the human sequence of p73 observed differently from 
that of p53 and p63.                

4.9 Test of Independence in the Second Phase of Analysis    

The statistical significance between the generated site patterns and the functional 
characteristics is evaluated using a test of independence from the construction of a 
new 2x2 contingency table, indicating whether the pattern and the functionality are 
significantly associated or not. The variable on the rows in the table indicated a tar-
geted functionality (e.g. polarity) and the variable on the columns indicated the gener-
ated site pattern (e.g. CS pattern). The chi-square statistical test is then applied.  

 The null hypothesis assumes that the pattern (P) and the functionality (F) are in-
dependent and the alternate hypothesis otherwise. From the observed frequency table, 
the observed and expected frequencies are then calculated. The chi-square statistic is 
computed with one degree of freedom based on the deviations between the observed 
frequencies from the expected frequencies. The association relationship between the 
variables P and F is considered to be statistically significant if χ2 > Nα, where Nα was 
the tabulated threshold value with one degree of freedom and α is the confidence  
level.  
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5 Experimental Studies Using the p53 Protein Alignment 

The amino acid sequences used in the experiments were obtained from the Uni-
ProtKB database (http://www.uniprot.org). The database stored 34 different species of 
p53 sequences, three species of p63 sequences and 3 sequences of p73 sequences.  

In the first phase of analysis, the multiple sequence alignment of 34 p53 sequences 
was obtained, using the alignment from the ClustalW (Version 2.1) program. The 
following ClustalW default settings were used. (The pairwise alignment parameters 
were: protein weight matrix = Gonnet, gap open penalty = 10, and gap extension pe-
nalty = 0.1; the multiple alignment parameters were: protein weight matrix = Gonnet, 
gap open penalty = 10, gap extension penalty = 0.2, gap separation distances = 5, end 
gaps = off, and clustering method = neighbor joining.) The alignment indicated 115 
sites as conserved sites and these sites were labeled as C-sites. The remaining 278 
(393-115) aligned sites were employed in the experiments, to identify the D-sites and 
the H-sites. 

The three levels of data abstraction methods, RF, R2x2, and R1, were applied gene-
rating the labeled sites (as D-sites). Due to the small sample size of the data and RF 
generates largely sparse contingency tables, hence the method were excluded from 
further analysis.  

In the R2x2 method, two selection criteria (as two estimators) were used to select a 
sub-table from a full contingency table. In the p53-aligned data, it was found that both 
criteria selected similar D-sites as expected.  

The proposed R2x2 method identified 107 D-sites with a 5% significance level after 
using the Bonferroni correction. In the transactivation domain (TAD), DNA binding 
domain (DBD), and oligomerization domain (OD), there were 20, 52, and 34 sites 
identified respectively.  

The R1 method identified 28 D-sites with a 5% significance level after using the 
Bonferroni correction. In the transactivation domain (TAD), DNA binding domain 
(DBD), and oligomerization domain (OD), there were 20, 4, and 4 sites identified 
respectively.  

In the second phase of analysis, the human sequences of p53, p63, and p73 were 
aligned according to their common domains. This alignment was used to identify the 
discriminating types between the p53 family members.  

The five different types used to discriminate among the human sequences of p53, 
p63, and p73 molecules were described. The association relationship between the 
defined patterns and the discriminating types were analyzed. The number of D-sites 
selected in type III was high in both the R2x2 and R1 methods. Since type III differen-
tiated p53 from the other two family members of p63 and p73. This relationship  
between the defined patterns was the most important. 

The observed chi-square values and p-values for association testing between each 
pattern and discriminate type III were noted. Figure 3 shows that D-sites are mostly 
associated with type III (which discriminate between p53 and its homologs). The 
frequencies clearly demonstrated that the patterns CS, R2x2, CS + R1, and R2x2 + R1 
were stronger and statistically significant with type III discrimination with 0.01% 
significance level. The R2x2 + R1 pattern was more significant than the individual 
effect of either R2x2 or R1. However, when the CS pattern was considered with the 
other patterns (CS + R2x2, and CS + R2x2 + R1), the chi-square value decreased drasti-
cally and was also weaker. The results can be interpreted as follows: 
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